The low specificity of the Hyperventilation Provocation Test.
The Hyperventilation Provocation Test (HVPT) has become a routine procedure in the diagnosis of hyperventilation syndrome (HVS). During an HVPT the patient voluntarily overbreathes for several minutes to produce hypocapnia. The test is considered positive if the induced symptoms are recognized by the patient as similar to those experienced in daily life. The present study tests the assumption that hypocapnia is the primary trigger for symptoms during an HVPT. In a randomized double-blind crossover design. 115 patients suspected of HVS and 40 healthy controls performed an HVPT and a placebo test (PT, isocapnic overbreathing). The HVPT induced more symptoms than the PT, especially more neuromuscular symptoms, cerebral symptoms, paresthesias, and temperature sensations. However, the absolute difference between the number of symptoms induced by the HVPT and PT was small. In patients, the PT induced 66% of symptoms induced by the HVPT. In the control group this percentage was 60%. The low specificity of the HVPT implies that symptom recognition during the HVPT is invalid as a diagnostic criterion for HVS.